
Frequently Asked Ques ons

What are enzymes?

Enzymes are ac ve proteins found in all living ma er, people, animals and plants. They

are not living organisms themselves.  The only things that are alive are the cells  that

create or produce the enzymes. Enzymes are crucial to basic life processes. If you could

look into a cell, you would find a mul tude of enzymes direc ng traffic or processes to

keep that cell alive. Without enzymes there would be no life on Earth.

What do enzymes do?

There are literally thousands of different enzymes and they usually have a very specific

func on or task that they perform. We have enzymes in our saliva to help convert foods

to  sugar  and  help  it  slide  down  more  easily  into  the  stomach  for  diges on.  Then

different  enzymes  take  over  various  facets  of  the  diges on  process  and  convert  or

breakdown that food into the fuel and nutrients our bodies need to func on. Enzymes

are nature’s way of processing, kick star ng or breaking things down. Most will agree

that nature is far be er than manmade chemicals or manmade solu ons in producing

things without harming the environment. Protein researchers and microbiologists have

said  one  simple  way  to  explain  what  an  enzyme  does  is  Whenever  in  nature  one

substance is transformed into another, enzymes will be involved. There’s a vast amount

of  scien fic  informa on  and  research  readily  available  for  those  who  have  a  real

appe te for informa on. Prepare to be inundated with informa on. Today some people

spend  their  en re  careers  researching  and  developing  enzymes  for  commercial  use.

Enzymes have demonstrated they make be er use of raw materials,  save water and

energy and almost always replace toxic chemicals in real life applica ons. These include

a host  of  products  with decades of  proven performance from medical  products and

treatment to sep c tanks and wastewater applica ons.

Do you use the same enzymes in every product?

No, you may have read above that usually enzymes have a very specific func on or job

they  do.  At  DDW, we formulate  our  products  to do very specific  jobs  very  well.  An

example  would  be  our  laundry  products.  Our  regular  laundry  contains  a  number  of

different types of enzymes along with other ingredients. We have enzymes whose sole

purpose would be to clean and eliminate protein stains like blood without the use of

chemicals  or prespo ng and others  to breakdown or remove the chemicals  in your

washer or dryer that might contribute to UV glow. Other enzymes break down odors or

things  like  a  grass  stain.  Our  laundry  and  scent  control  products  are  biological  not

chemical  based formula ons.  Chemical  residue is  one of the more common ways to

reintroduce brighteners or chemicals that cause UV glow.

https://www.recreationid.com/dead-down-wind/


Can any enzyme be used for scent control?

Absolutely not, if you refer back to what enzymes are and what they do it will help you

understand  that  while  there  are  thousands  of  enzymes  they  all  have  very  specific

func ons or jobs that they do. Enzymes are very specialized. Finding the right enzymes is

just part of the puzzle. Some enzymes only perform their jobs at certain temperatures or

when  a  specific  set  of  environmental  condi ons  exist.  Even  within  odor  elimina ng

enzymes  there  are  varying  performance  factors  or  environmental  condi ons,

temperatures or delivery methods to consider. Protein researchers are s ll uncovering

new applica ons. In the tex le industry, enzymes can replace the strong acids used to

prepare fabrics for dyeing. Have you ever thought about why that UV glow in the dyeing

process is there. Enzymes may ul mately eliminate the acids and chemicals that cause

the UV glow in the dyeing process.

Are enzymes safe?

Enzymes are a product of nature found in all living things. Research shows enzymes are

safer  and be er for the environment than chemical or manmade alterna ves.  Today

they are used extensively in animal feeds, wastewater treatment and many products we

use in our everyday lives perhaps without even knowing it. Such as probio c supplement

and yogurt, enzymes are even used in the brewing of beer and many hunters consider

that  safe.  When  used  correctly,  enzymes  are  a  natural  solu on  proven  safer  than

virtually any chemical alterna ve.

How do enzymes work in scent control?

Ahhh, let’s see if we can give you a touch of the technical and then simplify it without

giving away DDW proprietary informa on. The general nature of an enzyme is one as a

biological catalyst. Enzymes catalyze chemical reac ons in the cells of living organisms.

As  a  catalyst  they  can  change,  transform,  break  up  or  even  fragment  a  molecular

structure like odor. 

If you want the short answer, enzymes are catalysts for reac ve change. They change

the game or molecular structure of odor. 

Can I use your laundry products in an HE washer?

Yes, in fact all of our laundry products were formulated with High Efficiency washers as

one  of  the  key  product  objec ves.  HE  washers  save  energy,  save  water  and  are

essen ally the new pla orm for performance. Many of the hun ng laundry products will

cause maintenance or performance issues in a HE washer. With DDW you are good to go

and in some HE washers you can actually save even more by using up to 25% less DDW

detergent per full load. That’s a benefit of HE washers efficiency.



Scent Tip - Freezing and Extreme Heat MYTHBUSTER

As with almost any consumer or liquid product you should never let that product freeze.

A er the season is over, store your remaining hun ng and scent control products in an

area that will not allow it to freeze. Freezing essen ally renders most products useless.

Freezing in a biological product causes the cell structure to expand and fracture or break

up.

And for the south Texas hog hunters, here is another p. On days you are planning to

hunt hogs a er work or just want to be ready, don’t carry your field spray around in your

truck. A vehicle parked on an asphalt lot in 100 degree heat can get up to 140 degrees or

higher during the course of a day. Extreme heat damages or diminishes the effec veness

of most biological products.

Accept no compromises, choose only quality blinds & concealments.

https://www.recreationid.com/blinds-concealments.html



